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Abstract
This senior paper and survey explores the relationships that different demographics
of consumers have with cosmetic packaging designs. It observes their opinions on price,
design, quality and attractiveness of certain packaging designs. Consumers can judge based
on a cosmetic products packaging whether it is from a low or high end brand as well as
whether they are attracted to it enough to purchase it.
In addition to extensive research on cosmetic packaging, a survey was conducted
on over 100 consumers that ranged in age between 18 to 70, most of which live in
California and purchase some form of cosmetic products from either a low-end retail, highend retail environment, or both to observe how consumers perceive quality from a
cosmetic package design.
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Chapter 1
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research project was to identify the effects that packaging, in
particular that of cosmetic and beauty products, have on a consumer’s view of the product.
Packaging of a product often influences whether a consumer wants to purchase the product
or not. Consumers can be influenced to purchase a low quality product if the product is
packaged in a way that makes it falsely appear to be of high quality. The initial thought
when deciding what to purchase, comes from the appearance of the package. Because
consumers look for this sense of class and quality, people judge a product within the first
few seconds solely based on appearance before picking it up and deciding whether to
purchase it.
Packaging is a growing market and beauty products in particular are a huge part of
the packaging of products. Quality packaging is part of the experience when buying a
beauty product. Superior packaging makes consumers think that the quality of the product
is excellent as well. For example, at a store like Sephora, customers are expecting nothing
but high quality, and reliable products. The way the products are displayed in the store
makes a huge impact as well. Products in “higher end” retail stores like Sephora, Ulta or a
department store like Nordstrom will have higher prices on the exact same products that
can be found for a cheaper price at places like Target or a local drug store. The purpose of
this study is to understand the effect that cosmetic packaging has on a consumers opinion
when purchasing a product, specifically those of low quality compared to ones of higher
quality.
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Significance of the Problem
This problem is significant because the packaging industry is continuing to grow,
and each year we see new and innovative designs in cosmetic packaging. Because the
cosmetic industry is such a vast industry, it has a multi-million dollar market, not just in the
United States but also in the world. From a marketing standpoint, larger companies that
own many smaller companies oversee a majority of the industry. Cosmetic products benefit
consumers for many reasons, whether it is to boost their self-esteem, to cover or hide a
blemish, or to enhance an already loved facial feature. There are companies out there like
MAC or Dior that have very uniform, and recognizable packaging designs that appeal to
these audiences. These larger companies may feel that their designs portray high quality
products and that that is what every consumer is looking for. This cannot necessarily be
true though, because younger consumers gravitate more towards fun and more colorful
designs. Younger consumers tend to stay away from the products that look high end
because they cannot afford it, so therefore we cannot assume that anyone buying make up
is going to go straight for high end. A consumer’s opinion depends on their demographic
and how important cosmetics and other beauty products are to them. Because there are so
many aspects involved in making a package look as presentable as possible, it is also
important that the package matches its retail environment.
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Interest in the Problem
I am interested in this project because it is something I have been invested in and
contemplating for a while. It is hard to go to the store because instead of purchasing what I
need, I spend all of my time and effort examining the graphics and the packaging designs
on products and in turn buying things I could probably do without. I have personally gone
back and forth between cosmetic companies; trying to decide which products I like the
best. I use to use only a product line that I had heard was of great quality, but I found it did
not have very interesting packaging. When wandering through the store, I discovered that
there were so many different brands that offered a wide variety of products, and I was
drawn to the packaging that had beautiful fonts, fun colors, and different shapes. I have
always been fascinated with designs, packages, and the aspects that go into making a
package design desirable or not. In general, the make up industry is impressive, seeing how
much women (and occasionally men) will spend on beauty products. Cosmetics are not
necessarily considered essential products, although that completely depends on who you
ask. Cosmetic products can range in such a wide array of pricing and the decisions women
make in purchasing these products is captivating. Having clean and concise designs are
really important to me and I know that throughout the course of this project I am going to
work hard at discovering something valuable within the cosmetic packaging industry.
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Chapter 2

Cosmetic Packaging Background
Cosmetics of different kinds are used for enhancing features on our bodies, may it
be our hair, nails, skin, eyes or lips. Every cosmetic product has to be packaged in some
way or another for the consumer to purchase it. The packaging industry continues to
produce beautiful packaging designs that are changing the way that we look at the growing
cosmetic industry. Because packaging designs can be looked at as somewhat of an art
form, it is interesting to see the wide variety of design when it comes to the packaging.
When shopping for any kind of cosmetics, it is easy for a product to stand out based on its
beautiful packaging. A beautiful package design can influence a consumer to buy a product
based solely on that design.
A handful of multinational corporations now dominate the cosmetic industry.
Companies like Procter & Gamble, L’Oreal and Esteé Lauder are some big name brands,
but there are also smaller brands as well. Procter & Gamble own popular cosmetic brands
like CoverGirl, Herbal Essences, and Gucci. L'Oreals brand division includes popular
brands like Urban Decay, Kiehl’s and Lancôme. Esteé Lauder owns brands like MAC,
Michael Kors and Clinique, and these are just to name a few.
The value for the cosmetic packaging industry alone is estimated to be about $170
billion a year, worldwide and nearly $50 billion in just the United States (Rufus, “Huge
Makeup Markets”). In a study done by Proctor & Gamble in 2011, it stated that “wearing
makeup has a significant impact on how people perceive women, making them more
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attractive, competent, likable and trustworthy,” (Saint Luis, "Up the Career Ladder,
Lipstick in Hand”). This study showed how cosmetics enhanced the opinion and the views
that others perceive of our beauty, and the quality of makeup has a lot to do with that.
There are companies that buy in to this idea that women only feel beautiful when
they’re wearing quality cosmetics, and these companies harness the power of a welldeveloped and manufactured package. Cosmetic packaging providers like Container
Graphics and Pacific Southwest Container Company produce beautifully designed and
printed packages that attract a very specific audience. Packaging is an excellent feature of a
product because it is essentially a built in marketing plan. A well-designed and beautifully
printed package can convey a message similar to that of other media, such as commercials
or magazine advertisements. The package must express an appropriate level or cost
compared to the perceived value of the product. If a package is plain or looks old but the
retail price is high, a customer is a lot less likely to overlook a slightly inferior package
design if they know the product well, but this can come at a hefty price (“The Psychology
of Packaging: Why We Choose Certain Products Over Others”). For a package to convey a
sense of quality to a customer, it has to combine colors, shapes, attractive fonts and
graphics in a visual and eye-catching piece of art. When a product is uniform or is
consistent with the rest of a product line, that sense of uniformity will give the consumer a
feeling that the product has a lot of worth (Lamb, “Essentials of Marketing”). While some
larger retailers or department stores may give small samples of their cosmetic products, it
is relatively difficult to test something in a drug store like Walgreens or Target. Consumers
have to rely on how the product is packaged as a reassurance of the products quality.
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Packaging in cosmetic and beauty products can convey a feeling of luxury and
convenience as well as provide a natural or elegant look. These perceptions of a products
value can come from the color of the packages design. According to an article about color
psychology, (Wright “Color Effects”) the color white on a general basis conveys innocence
and equality. With packaging, it is seen as safe, basic, and conservative but it is also a good
choice to create impressions of cleanliness, purity or simplicity.
If a package is a blue color, it can represent a trustworthy and reliable product. The
darker the blue, the more professional and serious the product is perceived to be. The
lighter the blue the more creative the product will be perceived to be. Younger consumers
see blue to be a color for more mature people, and universally blue is the most liked color
by both males and females. It is therefore seen as a relatively safe color to use on many
forms of packaging.
In color psychology, red means energy and action. Using red in a package design
will draw attention to your product and stimulate the senses. It can represent an exciting
potential for consumers. Blue-reds are more attractive to the upper class market, while
orange reds are attractive to the working class.
Green can be seen as a color of balance or harmony of the mind and emotions. It
can also relate to security, wealth and growth when related to packaging. Packaging in
particular often uses green colored designs to imply that a product is natural, organic and
healthy (Anthony, “Choosing Colors for Packaging”).
Other aspects of cosmetic packaging can include the typography or graphics
included on a package, as well as the material that the product is physically packaged in.
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Packaging designs that include creative and attractive artwork and typography can convey
just about anything the designer wants it to. Typography is a key element in all packaging
designs, not just those for cosmetics. Fonts can make a product sell and even subtle
differences in typography, such as appropriate small caps, old style figures, kerning and
ligatures can measurably affect how people react to a product and how they will measure
the products worth. Branding a product with colors, designs and typography are what give
a package an identity. These elements are what make a package stand out against the
hundreds of other packaged products on the shelves. When a cosmetic product is packaged
beautifully, it adds instant value, allowing for a higher overall price for the product.

Quality Comparison
In general, there are two types of cosmetic products: those that are considered “high
end” and those that are considered “low end”. High end products are commonly sold at
quality establishments and department stores like Nordstrom or Macys. If you go to a
department store like these, you can purchase lines of cosmetics, but you can also purchase
them in specific cosmetic brand stores like Benefit and Bare Minerals as well as in
dedicated cosmetic stores like Ulta or Sephora. In general, high end products are packaged
in elaborate and fancier packages and will often evoke some sort of emotional response
whether it is nostalgia, reliability or wealth (Levitt, “Branding and Brand Monitoring”.
High quality cosmetic products are more likely to contain brushes, sponges or mirrors in
the compacts of the package as an added sign of high quality. Packages don’t need to use
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plastic or blister packaging if they are high end. Often, quality products are in nice glass or
plastic bottles and are always in beautifully printed paperboard boxes.
Low end cosmetics are more commonly sold in drug stores like CVS, Target and
Walgreens. They are usually self-service, meaning that they do not have a customer
representative that can help you pick out a product or give you samples. Packaging of a
low end product emulates function and practicality. If you walk in to a store like Target,
you will find that the products are usually in blister packs, especially products like mascara
and eyeliner. Other cosmetics are usually in blister packs that can be found hanging from
racks on the shelves so that a consumer can see the product clearly but cannot take or use a
sample of it.
Any kind of experience that is involved with a product is important in a consumer’s
decision to purchase it. These experiences include everything from your in-store
experience, your feelings when purchasing the product, the experience of opening the
product, experiencing the packaging of a product, and finally using the product and its
aesthetic appeal. This subliminal advertising exists simply because the manufacturer needs
to sell you their product (Khraim, “Influence of Brand Loyalty on cosmetics Buying
Behavior”). If the packaging of a mascara brand says, “lengthens lashes” and another
similar brand claims to “lengthen lashes X2”, what is going to sway a consumer opinion
other than the words that appear on the packaging? This idea is explained in a study done
by Ellen Langer (1975), a Harvard professor of psychology. In her research she conducted
an experiment that provides one of the earliest demonstrations in regard to the ease of
persuasion (pg. 951):
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“In this experiment, students in a university library were approached by an undercover experimenter who asked to jump ahead of them in the photocopying line and
make a few copies. Sometimes, the experimenter would justify the request by saying
"May I use the Xerox machine, because I'm in a rush?" But other times, no
explanation was offered. Not surprisingly, students were more reluctant to grant the
favor when the experimenter didn't bother to justify the request. But the
justification didn't actually have to provide a good reason-it just needed to sound
like one. So, students complied just as readily when the experimenter gave a
"placebo" explanation that was utterly without content: "May I use the Xerox
machine because I need to make some copies?" Apparently, just decorating the
sentence with the word because was enough to sway the students.”

This study provided a way for us to understand that people are more likely to
accept an excuse when they are given a reason for accepting it. In relation to packaging,
the consumer will see that often what you put on a package, no matter how truthful,
consumers are most likely willing to believe it, as consumers are very accepting of
suggestions if they are offered to them.
There is a huge visual price point involved in a packaging design. Simpler
packaging is usually viewed as having a lower price point, while more complex designs
imply a product has higher value. Some people are not always looking for high quality but
rather for a good deal at a lower price. Cosmetic products must be packaged appropriately
for their price point. According to multiple surveys, women have many different opinions
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on what they are willing to pay (Holmes “Makeup to Women: Apply Yourself”). Some
women feel that simpler packaging makes you feel like you are paying less for the package
itself and in turn will get more value for the money that you are spending. These opinions
differ with those of other women who feel that consumers often expect a more
sophisticated package from a better-known brand, knowing that they are going to be
paying a decent amount for it.
Why Certain Products are Chosen over Others
Consumers are always going to have their own reasons for why they purchase a
product. If you ask someone to name reasons that they pick a particular product, they have
a hard time formulating what the reason is. When asking someone what attracted them
towards a specific brand, for example Benefit Cosmetics, some women will state that it is
due to the packaging design. The boxes and overall packaging of a product can look nice,
but consumers do not usually know what to comment on after that.
Consumers are attracted to packages for many subconscious reasons. If the product
looks to be of higher quality, a consumer can acknowledge that, but can not exactly say
why they know so (Mininni, “Appeal to subconscious through package design”). Another
feature that people subconsciously look for is the audible snap or closure of a re-sealable
product, meaning that you can officially tell that a product is closed by the sound it makes.
Many products look as if they should make a snapping sound when the lid is back on. If a
consumer has a product that needs to be closed but are not reassured that it is closed by a
specific “snap” noise, it is harder to assure themselves that the product is of great quality
and that their product will last long when there is not that audible snap or click.
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The reasons that consumers purchase a certain cosmetic product can have a lot to
do with the weight of the package and product itself. When a package is heavier,
consumers are tricked in to thinking that they are getting more and that these product will
last a longer amount of time. Many manufacturers use heavier paperboard or glass
containers to seemingly trick customers into believing that the heavier the product, the
better the quality. Another obvious reason for purchasing a product is simply the cost. Of
course, there are going to be consumers that will only purchase a product based on price,
whether it be a low price that they can afford or a higher price that makes them feel as if
they are purchasing a well deserved, high end product. (“How do Consumers Judge
Quality”)
Some consumers have strong opinions and loyalties towards certain companies
whether it is their support for something philanthropic, or their disgust with a company for
a political stance that they took that perhaps the consumer did not agree with. Either way,
loyalty towards a brand is one of the strongest marketing strategies that a company could
ever achieve and use for their advantage. There are also many companies that are more
natural and environmentally friendly with less artificial products and chemicals. This can
also be beneficial for consumers who have allergies towards certain products or chemicals.
The packaging design of a product does affects the opinion of consumers when it
comes to the quality of a product. This is important because marketing in the cosmetic
industry is very heavily based on the physical look and design of the package.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this study and the research involved was to discover what aspects of
cosmetic packaging designs most attract certain consumers. Customers can be swayed in
one direction or another when purchasing a cosmetic product based solely on what sort of
emotion the package conveys to them. A survey was conducted to gather data that helped
establish how effective certain design components are in a consumers purchasing pattern.
The specific research objectives were to determine the demographic of those surveyed as
well as to ask questions in regard to their purchasing habits when it comes to high and low
end products. Questions that directed the study were in relation to:


Understanding how much a consumer will spend on certain cosmetic products.



Determining what draws a customer to a specific brand or product.



Finding the parts of a cosmetic package that a customer does not like.

Data Collection Plan
To collect the data, a survey was developed discussing what is and what is not
appealing about cosmetic packaging designs of high end products compared to low end
products. The subjects were consumers of cosmetics, which were predominantly women,
starting from the age of 18. Each group of subjects were given specific instructions on
what to look for before taking part in the visual survey. For the purpose of this study, these
cosmetics were broken down into three categories of face, mouth and eyes. Within these
categories there were subcategories of liquid foundation, blush, powder foundation,
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lipstick, eyeliner, and mascara. The age brackets were also broken up in to 3 age groups of
18-34, 35-54, and 55 and older.
In the survey, consumers were asked questions about their purchasing habits
including what they look for in a package when they shop, what products they actually
purchase and how much they think they spend on these items. They were shown six
different combinations of similar products displayed in four pictures that depicted four
distinct ranges in price of products (low end, higher low end, high end and higher high
end). They were asked to rank the four packages based on perceived price, color,
attractiveness, and the information stated on the package in order from what they felt was
the lowest quality package to what looked to be of highest quality on a scale of 1-4 (1
being the highest quality and 4 being the lowest). The brand of the products were removed
from the photos so that the consumer could focus on the physical design and look of the
package. The consumer selected the design that they found most enticing, and then at the
end of the survey had several chances to explain why they were attracted to certain
products. This was all done by looking at the pictures of products in a survey that was
emailed out to the survey group. Subjects were asked to comment on any other impressions
they may have had while taking the survey.
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Data Analysis Plan
After the survey was completed, the data was collected and compiled into
meaningful groups. These groups were based on age, purchasing habits and how much
most consumers spend on cosmetic products. Once these were compiled, the data was
analyzed. The affect that cosmetic packaging design has on consumers clearly influences
their purchasing habits and leaves a lasting impression when people are looking to
purchase certain cosmetics.
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Chapter 4
Results
The survey was conducted on 112 participants, 98 of which were female. 96 of the
female participants claimed to use some form of cosmetic product and therefor, took part in
the survey.

Figure 1: Gender
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Subjects were aware at the start of the survey that for the purpose of gathering data, the
cosmetic products were broken down into low end and high end categories. Of the four
products displayed, two were from lower end brands and two were from higher end brands.
The participants were shown the four different products, for example Figure 2, and were
then asked to rank them in order of highest to lowest perceived quality since we often see
the quality of a package to have a direct correlation to price (meaning the better looking,
the more expensive).

Figure 2
Of the four bottles shown, the cosmetics should have been ranked C (Chanel, averaging
$60), B (Benefit, averaging $36) D (MAC, averaging $32) and A (L'Oreal, averaging $15).
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Figure 3
As seen in Figure 3 above, the consumers opinions on perceived quality for this product
produced mixed reviews. With a good number of respondents that participated in the
survey, the liquid foundation category provided a realistic assumption of quality.
Participants ranked perceived quality as C then D followed by a tie between A and B. The
Chanel bottle (C) is the most expensive in the retail market, and was ranked highest which
logically makes sense. With B and D being so close in price, it was expected for them to be
ranked similarly. Finding that the Benefit Cosmetics bottle (B) was ranked as lower quality
was interesting. Their packaging is known in retail stores for their aesthetically pleasing
designs and the fun look of their containers. Consumers did express at the end of the
survey that many of them found the shape, structure and material of the cosmetic package
to be more enticing than fonts or graphics. Over 50% of the consumers felt that the
material of the package would influence them to buy a product, as well as nearly 40% of
participants felt that a clean design was more attractive (a lack of graphics and fonts). Only
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about 27% of consumers were more influenced by the graphics or illustrations on a
package than they were by the material or physical look.
Another aspect of the liquid foundation packaging that can be observed is that those
consumers over the age of 35 found different things attractive about the packaging than the
younger age groups did. Many consumers stated that they found things like “frosted glass”
and “simpler designs” to be more enticing. One woman even commented that frosted glass
and simplicity make a package “look understated and also professional”. While consumers
did back up their choices with valid explanations, it also became clear that the younger
demographics found the frosted glass and simple packages to look expensive, yes, but
would not necessarily be inclined to buy them because the price did not look friendly for
their budget.
One of the more interesting categories to analyze was the lipstick. In Figure 4, there
were four different brands represented ranked in order of price as B (Dior, averaging $33),
A (Urban Decay, averaging $22), D (Clinique, averaging $16), and C (L'Oreal, averaging
$6).

Figure 4
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Consumers definitely recognized that the Christian Dior lipstick was the most expensive
and of the highest quality despite the fact that they did not know the brand. Many
participants stated that they picked “B” as the highest quality product because it looked
“sleek and sophisticated,” and some stated that the shape of the packaging made it look
like it would be “easier to apply”. While a majority of participants found “B” to be of
highest quality, many felt that the second highest and possibly equally expensive one was
“C” (L'Oreal). The gold packaging that L'Oreal uses on their lipstick seemed to entice
consumers because it conveys a more expensive quality. While older generations associate
the color gold with higher quality, in reality the L'Oreal lipstick is sold at a very cheap
price. One participant stated in her survey that she would most likely purchase the purple
packaging (Urban Decay, $22) because it looked the least expensive and she only likes to
pay between $4 and $7 on lipstick. She stated that “the gold is [her] favorite package but it
looks expensive, and [she does not] like to pay a lot for lipstick and would rather go for the
cheaper looking purple one.” L'Oreal's packaging actually confused several survey
participants because they felt that while the gold packaging made the lipstick look
expensive, the other three had metals that looked less expensive which potentially would
mean they were of lesser quality. This was actually not the case.
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Many respondents spend between $8 and $25 on lipstick. There were about 39 women that
claim to spend within that range and of those 39, ten women felt that the gold L'Oreal
package exuded the highest quality of product and in turn would purchase that one.
L'Oreals product costs below the average amount that these select women were willing to
pay, meaning that a lot can be said for judging a product based on the packaging. Since
L'Oreal has changed their product packaging, consumers are more drawn to the
sophisticated looking design of the package and in turn feel that it could be of similar or
equal quality to the more expensive products that they were previously buying.
For all other survey results, graphs and charts please see the appendix.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
For the 24 products that were shown, a majority of the survey participants were
able to identify and differentiate between the lower and higher end products when asked to
rank them based on the packaging. While many were able to identify products, consumers
often stated that they could recognize a certain packaging design and presented a form of
brand loyalty. While they could identify some products that they had purchased in the past,
they were not able to determine quality level for other products. Some products, such as
eye liner, all have very similar looks and feels. Because these are mostly black cylindrical
packages, consumers are forced to narrow their opinions and mainly focus on the
typography, claims, material and overall look of the package. A product like this may be
easier to differentiate between compared to a lipstick for instance, because every brand has
a very distinct look to their product.
It appeared that the older consumer age group perceived simple and clean designs
as well as different types of glass containers to convey high quality, while the younger
demographic found color, typography and claims that a package made (increases eyelash
length, brightens skin, illuminates, etc...) to express higher quality to them. One consumer
orders her cosmetics online through high end stores. She said that when they arrive in the
mail and the packaging looks “very cheap, [she] gets really annoyed and does not buy that
anymore. [She] expects fancy packaging because [she] buys expensive stuff usually.” Her
survey results did show that she based a lot of her choices off of what she felt the package
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looked like, but she did not always arrange them in the correct order based on price. This
could mean that while she does look at the packaging primarily, the brand name does play
a large role in consumer choices. If a consumer orders mascara from Dior for example,
they will be expecting high quality and could be disappointed if the product proves to be of
poor quality. The same consumer later stated that on occasion she will buy something at a
drug store, looking for “fun looks and colors of products as well as efficiency.” When a
consumer purchases a product from a drug store and ends up being pleased with it, they
feel like they got more for their money because they were not necessarily buying that
product for its quality and expensive reputation.

Conclusion
The survey provided results that showed a vast majority of cosmetic consumers
were able to positively identify a product’s quality, price and consequently their brand or
retail environment based solely off of the cosmetic packaging images shown in the survey.
For the majority of participants, simpler design and cleaner packaging was associated with
a higher quality product. The survey showed that the more color and graphics a package
had, the less quality and less expensive a consumer felt a product was. Based on this
survey, there is clearly an association between the way a product is packaged and how
much it costs. The quality of the product is also perceived to be greater based on the
quality of the packaging design and material. Survey subjects used specific aspects like
color, material, opacity of the primary package, and typography to make their decisions on
the quality of the product. Frosted glass was associated with higher quality products while
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plastic was associated with low end, cheaper products. The simpler the package, the higher
quality consumers felt it was. Some consumers made assumptions based on the packaging
saying things like “looks like I could get better coverage with that product,” or “the
package looks like it will not leak and will be user friendly.” Subjects did assume that
because a product looked to be of higher quality that it would be of the highest cost, so
when asked which product a consumer was most likely to buy in the future, many times
they would pick the product that they ranked as 2nd or 3rd in quality because they assumed
these would fit better in their budget. One participant commented that while “price is not
necessarily an issue [when purchasing a product], and packaging is more of an afterthought
that helps me ensure that I bought value.”
The results of this questionnaire were predominantly consistent with the original
thoughts and hypothesis. While further research could definitely be done inquiring about
specific brands and specific prices, the results that came from this survey helped prove that
consumers opinions on cosmetic packaging designs are slightly different among different
age demographics but overall show that the perceived quality of a cosmetic packaging
influences whether a consumer purchases a product or not. As previously stated, the survey
showed how the older consumer age group perceived simple and clean designs along with
glass containers to convey high quality to them, while the younger demographic found
color, typography and claims made on the package to express higher quality to them. The
data collected in this survey could be beneficial in the cosmetic packaging industry for the
future as it could be used to help target certain demographics and age groups so that any
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company, whether it is low or high end, can have the opportunity to exude high quality and
attract more loyal customers.
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Appendices

Survey
1. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
2. What is your age?
a) Younger than 18
b) 18 – 24
c) 25 – 34
d) 35 – 44
e) 45 – 54
f) 55 – 64
g) 65 and older
3. WARNING: If you do NOT use cosmetics and select "no", you will be taken to
the end of the survey because a cosmetic consumer response is needed for the
collection of information) Do you use cosmetic products? (for example
foundation, blush, mascara, eyeliner, etc...)
a) yes
b) no
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4. Please rank the above liquid foundation products in order of what you feel is
highest to lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest
quality product, 4 being the lowest).
a) True Match
b) Hello Flawless
c) Pro Lumiere
d) Pro Longwear
5. Which of the above foundation packages would you be most likely to buy?
a) True Match
b) Hello Flawless
c) Pro Lumiere
d) Pro Longwear
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
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6. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
liquid foundation each time you buy it?
a) Less than $8
b) $9 - $20
c) $21 - $45
d) $46 - $60
e) $61 - $100
f) $100 and over
g) $0, I do not purchase or wear liquid foundation

7. Please rank the above lipstick products in order of what you feel is highest to
lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest quality
product, 4 being the lowest).
a) Purple Packaging
b) Black and Silver
c) Gold
d) Plain Silver
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8. Which of the above lipstick packages would you be most likely to buy?
a) Purple Packaging
b) Black and Silver
c) Gold
d) Plain Silver
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
9. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
lipstick each time you buy it?
a) Less than $3
b) $4 - $7
c) $8 - $15
d) $16 - $25
e) $26 - $40
f) $41 and over
g) $0, I do not purchase or wear lipstick
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10. Please rank the above blush products in order of what you feel is highest to
lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest quality
product, 4 being the lowest).
a) Silver Compact with Brush
b) Gold “Visible Lift”
c) Black Compact with brush
d) “Georgia Peach”
11. Which of the above blush packages would you be most likely to buy?
a) Silver Compact with Brush
b) Gold “Visible Lift”
c) Black Compact with brush
d) “Georgia Peach”
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
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12. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
blush each time you buy it?
a) Less than $6
b) $7 - $15
c) $16 - $29
d) $30 - $49
e) $50 - $79
f) $80 and over
g) $0, I do not purchase or wear blush

13. Please rank the above mascara products in order of what you feel is highest to
lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest quality
product, 4 being the lowest).
a) They're Real
b) Green Floral Packaging
c) Volum'express
d) Blackout Waterproof
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14. Which of the above mascara packages would you be most likely to buy?
a) They're Real
b) Green Floral Packaging
c) Volum'express
d) Blackout Waterproof
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
15. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
mascara each time you buy it?
a) Less than $10
b) $11 - $20
c) $21 - $30
d) $31 - $45
e) $46 - $69
f) $70 and over
g) $0, I do not purchase or wear mascara
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16. Please rank the above eyeliner products in order of what you feel is highest to
lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest quality
product, 4 being the lowest).
a) Silver Container
b) Black with eyeliner streak
c) 24/7 Liquid Liner
d) LiquidLast Liner
17. Which of the above eyeliner packages would you be most likely to buy?
a) Silver Container
b) Black with eyeliner streak
c) 24/7 Liquid Liner
d) LiquidLast Liner
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
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18. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
eyeliner each time you buy it?
a) Less than $5
b) $6 - $15
c) $16 - $29
d) $30 - $39
e) $40 - $54
f) $55 and over
g) $0, I do not purchase or wear eyeliner

19. Please rank the above powder foundation products in order of what you feel is
highest to lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging (1 being the highest
quality product, 4 being the lowest).
a) Hello Flawless / Square Compact
b) Purple Compact
c) Black Compact
d) Green Compact
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20. Which of the above powder foundation packages would you be most likely to
buy?
a) Hello Flawless / Square Compact
b) Purple Compact
c) Black Compact
d) Green Compact
e) Why? (Specify if you would like to)
21. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on
powder foundation each time you buy it?
a) Less than $9
b) $10 - $29
c) $30 - $49
d) $50 - $79
e) $80 - $100
f) $100 - $150
g) $150 and over
h) $0, I do not purchase or wear powder foundation
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22. What are some reasons that you would purchase specific cosmetic products?
(Please select all that apply)
 Cheap Price
 High price, which could mean high quality
 Fun and pretty graphics on the packaging
 Package promotes environmentally friendly product
 Package is "animal friendly" (wasn't tested on animals, vegan, etc)
 Color of the package
 If the package is made of glass (indicating high quality)
 If the package is made of plastic
 If the packaging material indicates cheap products
 Fonts on the packaging
 The way the package makes you feel (ex: brings back memories, was an item
your mom introduced you to)
 Brand Loyalty (you've always purchased the same brand, and have never really
branched out)
 Promises the package makes (ex: some proceeds go to charity, makes skin 10x
brighter, reduces wrinkles)
 The ingredients are known to do certain things (reduce wrinkles, redness, etc)
 Hypoallergenic
 The look of the package (structure, shape of the container)
 Primary and secondary packaging (the package is contained within a box or
thermoform plastic container)
 Easy to use
 Brand personality
 Convenience (non messy, easy applicator, airless pump sprays)
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23. Of these same options, what is the MAIN reason you would buy a cosmetic
product? (You will ONLY be allowed to select the ONE that is most important)
 Cheap Price
 High price, which could mean high quality
 Fun and pretty graphics on the packaging
 Package promotes environmentally friendly product
 Package is "animal friendly" (wasn't tested on animals, vegan, etc)
 Color of the package
 If the package is made of glass (indicating high quality)
 If the package is made of plastic
 If the packaging material indicates cheap products
 Fonts on the packaging
 The way the package makes you feel (ex: brings back memories, was an item your
mom introduced you to)
 Brand Loyalty (you've always purchased the same brand, and have never really
branched out)
 Promises the package makes (ex: some proceeds go to charity, makes skin 10x
brighter, reduces wrinkles)
 The ingredients are known to do certain things (reduce wrinkles, redness, etc)
 Hypoallergenic
 The look of the package (structure, shape of the container)
 Primary and secondary packaging (the package is contained within a box or
thermoform plastic container)
 Easy to use
 Brand personality
 Convenience (non messy, easy applicator, airless pump sprays)
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24. If price were not an issue at all, what are some reasons that you would purchase a
certain cosmetic package? (Please select all that apply)
 Color of the package (green, purple, white, blue, etc)
 Shape (either the actual container, or the package the container comes in)
 Typography
 Design of package (physical look)
 The way it is packaged (box, container, etc)
 Graphics or illustrations on the package or product
 Lack of graphics (AKA a clean design)
 Material (of the bottle, applicator, brush or package)
 Brand Personality
 Convenience
 Eco Friendly
 Promises the packaging makes
25. Thank you so much for your time! If you would like to make any further
comments on cosmetic packaging designs or products please do so here!
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Consumer Opinions on Cosmetic Packaging
Designs

1. What is your gender?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Female

87.6%

99

Male

12.4%

14

answered question

113

skipped question

0

Response

Response

Percent

Count

2. What is your age?

younger than 18

0.0%

0

18 to 24

62.8%

71

25 to 34

2.7%

3

35 to 44

8.0%

9

45 to 54

20.4%

23

55 to 64

3.5%

4

65 or older

2.7%

3

answered question

113

skipped question

0

1 of 30

3. WARNING: If you do NOT use cosmetics and select "no", you will be taken to the end of
the survey because a cosmetic consumer response is needed for the collection of
information) Do you use cosmetic products? (for example foundation, blush, mascara,
eyeliner, etc...)
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Yes

85.8%

97

No

14.2%

16

answered question

113

skipped question

0

4. Please rank the above liquid foundation products in order of what you feel is highest to
lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4 being
the lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

18.5% (15)

11.1% (9)

29.6% (24)

40.7% (33)

2.93

81

8.6% (7)

13.6% (11)

37.0% (30)

40.7% (33)

3.10

81

C. Pro Lumiere

58.0% (47)

23.5% (19)

13.6% (11)

4.9% (4)

1.65

81

D. Pro Longwear

14.8% (12)

51.9% (42)

19.8% (16)

13.6% (11)

2.32

81

answered question

81

skipped question

32

A: True Match
B. Hello Flawless
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5. Which of the above foundation packages would you be most likely to buy?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

A. True Match

27.2%

22

B. Hello Flawless

28.4%

23

C. Pro Lumiere

28.4%

23

D. Pro Longwear

16.0%

13

Why? (specify if you'd like)

32

answered question

81

skipped question

32

6. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on liquid
foundation each time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $8

9.9%

8

$9-$20

45.7%

37

$21-$45

19.8%

16

$46-60

3.7%

3

$61-$100

1.2%

1

$100 and over

1.2%

1

18.5%

15

answered question

81

skipped question

32

$0, I do not purchase or wear liquid
foundation

3 of 30

7. Please rank the above lipstick products in order of what you feel is highest to lowest
quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4 being the
lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

A. Purple packaging

11.5% (9)

19.2% (15)

20.5% (16)

48.7% (38)

3.06

78

B. Black and Silver

35.9% (28)

23.1% (18)

20.5% (16)

20.5% (16)

2.26

78

C. Gold

24.4% (19)

35.9% (28)

19.2% (15)

20.5% (16)

2.36

78

D. Plain Silver

28.2% (22)

21.8% (17)

39.7% (31)

10.3% (8)

2.32

78

answered question

78

skipped question

35

Response

Response

Percent

Count

8. Which of the above packages would you be most likely to buy?

A. Purple Packaging

19.2%

15

B. Black and Silver

21.8%

17

C. Gold

17.9%

14

D. Plain Silver

41.0%

32

Why? (specify if you'd like)
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23

answered question

78

skipped question

35

9. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on lipstick each
time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $3

2.6%

2

$4-7

25.6%

20

$8-15

30.8%

24

$16-25

19.2%

15

$26-40

2.6%

2

$41 and over

0.0%

0

19.2%

15

answered question

78

skipped question

35

$0, I do not purchase or wear
lipstick

10. Please rank the above blush products in order of what you feel is highest to lowest
quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4 being the
lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

A. Silver compact with brush

19.7% (15)

30.3% (23)

19.7% (15)

30.3% (23)

2.61

76

B. Gold "Visible Lift"

17.1% (13)

15.8% (12)

36.8% (28)

30.3% (23)

2.80

76

C. Black compact with brush

28.9% (22)

22.4% (17)

30.3% (23)

18.4% (14)

2.38

76

D. "Georgia Peach"

34.2% (26)

31.6% (24)

13.2% (10)

21.1% (16)

2.21

76

answered question

76

skipped question

37
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11. Which of the above blush packages would you be most likely to buy?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

A. Silver Compact with brush

28.0%

21

B. Gold "Visible Lift"

13.3%

10

C. Black compact with brush

16.0%

12

D. "Georgia Peach"

42.7%

32

Why? (specify if you'd like)

25

answered question

75

skipped question

38

12. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on blush each
time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $6

19.7%

15

$7-$15

28.9%

22

$16-29

26.3%

20

$30-49

9.2%

7

$50-$79

0.0%

0

$80 and over

0.0%

0

$0, I do not purchase or wear blush

15.8%

12

answered question

76

skipped question

37
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13. Please rank the above mascara products in order of what you feel is highest to lowest
quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4 being the
lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

A. They're real

13.3% (10)

32.0% (24)

25.3% (19)

29.3% (22)

2.71

75

B. Green floral packaging

46.7% (35)

29.3% (22)

18.7% (14)

5.3% (4)

1.83

75

6.7% (5)

13.3% (10)

38.7% (29)

41.3% (31)

3.15

75

33.3% (25)

25.3% (19)

17.3% (13)

24.0% (18)

2.32

75

answered question

75

skipped question

38

C. Volum'express
D. Blackout waterproof

14. Which of the above mascara packages would you be most likely to buy?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

A. They're Real

17.3%

13

B. Green floral packaging

37.3%

28

C. Volum'Express

21.3%

16

D. Blackout Waterproof

24.0%

18

answered question

75

skipped question

38
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15. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on mascara
each time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $10

41.3%

31

$11-$20

36.0%

27

$21-$30

14.7%

11

$31-45

1.3%

1

$46-69

0.0%

0

$70 and over

0.0%

0

6.7%

5

answered question

75

skipped question

38

$0, I do not purchase or wear
mascara

16. Please rank the above eyeliner products in order of what you feel is highest to lowest
quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4 being the
lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

A. Silver container

17.8% (13)

19.2% (14)

31.5% (23)

31.5% (23)

2.77

73

B. Black with eyeliner streak

37.0% (27)

45.2% (33)

11.0% (8)

6.8% (5)

1.88

73

C. 24/7 Liquid Liner

8.2% (6)

17.8% (13)

32.9% (24)

41.1% (30)

3.07

73

D. LiquidLast Liner

37.0% (27)

17.8% (13)

24.7% (18)

20.5% (15)

2.29

73

answered question

73

skipped question

40
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17. Which of the above eyeliner packages would you be most likely to buy?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

A. Silver Container

8.3%

6

B. Black with eyeliner streak

48.6%

35

C. 24/7 Liquid Liner

8.3%

6

D. LiquidLast Liner

34.7%

25

Why? (specify if you'd like)

21

answered question

72

skipped question

41

18. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on eyeliner
each time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $5

12.3%

9

$6-$15

39.7%

29

$16-$29

30.1%

22

$30-$39

1.4%

1

$40-$54

0.0%

0

$55 and over

0.0%

0

16.4%

12

answered question

73

skipped question

40

$0, I do not purchase or wear
eyeliner
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19. Please rank the above powder foundation products in order of what you feel is highest
to lowest quality based SOLELY on the packaging. (1 being the highest quality product, 4
being the lowest)
Rating

Rating

Average

Count

1

2

3

4

A. Hello Flawless/ Square compact

22.9% (16)

27.1% (19)

17.1% (12)

32.9% (23)

2.60

70

B. Purple Compact

18.6% (13)

25.7% (18)

38.6% (27)

17.1% (12)

2.54

70

C. Black Compact

37.1% (26)

24.3% (17)

17.1% (12)

21.4% (15)

2.23

70

D. Green Compact

21.4% (15)

22.9% (16)

27.1% (19)

28.6% (20)

2.63

70

answered question

70

skipped question

43

Response

Response

Percent

Count

20. Which of the above packages would you be most likely to buy?

A. Hello Flawless/ Square compact

23.1%

15

B. Purple compact

21.5%

14

C. Black compact

29.2%

19

D. Green compact

26.2%

17

Why? (specify if you'd like)
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18

answered question

65

skipped question

48

21. Thinking about your purchasing habits, how much do you usually spend on powder
foundation each time you buy it?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Less than $9

18.6%

13

$10-$29

45.7%

32

$30-$49

27.1%

19

$50-$79

0.0%

0

$800-$100

0.0%

0

$100-$150

0.0%

0

$150 and over

0.0%

0

8.6%

6

answered question

70

skipped question

43

$0, I do not purchase or wear
powder foundation
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22. What are some reasons that you would purchase specific cosmetic products? (Please
select all that apply)

Cheap Price
High price, which could mean high
quality
Fun and pretty graphics on the
packaging
Package promotes environmentally
friendly product
Package is "animal friendly" (wasn't
tested on animals, vegan, etc)
Color of the package
If the package is made of glass
(indicating high quality)
If the package is made of plastic
If the packaging material indicates
cheap products
Fonts on the packaging

Response

Response

Percent

Count

50.0%

34

14.7%

10

33.8%

23

45.6%

31

36.8%

25

29.4%

20

25.0%

17

2.9%

2

2.9%

2

35.3%

24

36.8%

25

75.0%

51

35.3%

24

47.1%

32

The way the package makes you
feel (ex: brings back memories,
was an item your mom introduced
you to)
Brand Loyalty (you've always
purchased the same brand, and
have never really branched out)
Promises the package makes (ex:
some proceeds go to charity,
makes skin 10x brighter, reduces
wrinkles)
The ingredients are known to do
certain things (reduce wrinkles,
redness, etc)
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Hypoallergenic

36.8%

25

55.9%

38

10.3%

7

Easy to use

63.2%

43

Brand personality

41.2%

28

60.3%

41

The look of the package (structure,
shape of the container)
Primary and secondary packaging
(the package is contained within a
box or thermoform plastic
container)

Convenience (non messy, easy
applicator, airless pump sprays)

Other (please specify)
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5

answered question

68

skipped question

45

23. Of these same options, what is the MAIN reason you would buy a cosmetic product?
(You will ONLY be allowed to select the ONE that is most important)

Cheap Price
High price, which could mean high
quality
Fun and pretty graphics on the
packaging
Package promotes environmentally
friendly product
Package is "animal friendly" (wasn't
tested on animals, vegan, etc)
Color of the package
If the package is made of glass
(indicating high quality)
If the package is made of plastic
If the packaging material indicates
cheap products
Fonts on the packaging

Response

Response

Percent

Count

7.4%

5

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

1.5%

1

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

1.5%

1

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

29.4%

20

8.8%

6

17.6%

12

The way the package makes you
feel (ex: brings back memories,
was an item your mom introduced
you to)
Brand Loyalty (you've always
purchased the same brand, and
have never really branched out)
Promises the package makes (ex:
some proceeds go to charity,
makes skin 10x brighter, reduces
wrinkles)
The ingredients are known to do
certain things (reduce wrinkles,
redness, etc)
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Hypoallergenic

11.8%

8

7.4%

5

0.0%

0

Easy to use

5.9%

4

Brand personality

1.5%

1

7.4%

5

The look of the package (structure,
shape of the container)
Primary and secondary packaging
(the package is contained within a
box or thermoform plastic
container)

Convenience (non messy, easy
applicator, airless pump sprays,
etc...)
Other (please specify)
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1

answered question

68

skipped question

45

24. If price were not an issue at all, what are some reasons that you would purchase a
certain cosmetic package? (Please select all that apply)

Color of the package (green,

Response

Response

Percent

Count

29.9%

20

47.8%

32

Typography

43.3%

29

Design of package (physical look)

50.7%

34

34.3%

23

26.9%

18

38.8%

26

58.2%

39

Brand Personality

52.2%

35

Convenience

40.3%

27

Eco Friendly

41.8%

28

Promises the packaging makes

47.8%

32

purple, white, blue, etc)
Shape (either the actual container,
or the package the container comes
in)

The way it is packaged (box,
container, etc)
Graphics or illustrations on the
package or product
Lack of graphics (AKA a clean
design)
Material (of the bottle,
applicator, brush or package)

Other (please specify)

16 of 30

3

answered question

67

skipped question

46

25. Thank you so much for your time! If you would like to make any further comments on
cosmetic packaging designs or products please do so here!
Response
Count
10

17 of 30

answered question

10

skipped question

103

18 of 30

Page 2, Q5. Which of the above foundation packages would you be most likely to buy?

1

True Match has a sophisticated looks and the clear plastic looks as if it were
glass. If the package looks high quality, it leads me to believe that the product is
too

May 17, 2014 4:17 PM

2

Attractive packaging, good font, seems less serious than the other products.
Sunnier. More about putting your best face forward than hiding your flaws.

May 17, 2014 3:20 PM

3

It looks like it would work the best

May 17, 2014 3:00 PM

4

I know it's by Chanel and is probably really good and you feel luxurious

May 17, 2014 12:56 AM

5

Looks more high quality

May 16, 2014 8:34 PM

6

It looks like it is a better quality, the lid/pump on it looks better for functionality.

May 16, 2014 1:56 PM

7

It looks clean and bright and light.

May 16, 2014 1:28 PM

8

I like the matte/frosted bottle and very simple typeface, making it look
understated and also "professional."

May 16, 2014 1:04 PM

9

looks professional

May 16, 2014 12:53 PM

10

Easy use, simple

May 16, 2014 12:46 PM

11

I like what it claims it does.

May 16, 2014 12:30 PM

12

smooth skin without color spots looks younger

May 15, 2014 5:43 PM

13

Looks like good quality, but not too expensive

May 15, 2014 2:43 PM

14

It seems the most reasonable for my budget and it claims it's "brightening" I
guess...

May 15, 2014 1:27 PM

15

I hardly wear foundation so I don't need high priced high quality stuff.

May 15, 2014 8:26 AM

16

Looks like the best quality.

May 14, 2014 9:03 PM

17

Frosted glass package reminds me of the foundation I like. Looks nice.

May 14, 2014 8:17 PM

18

Reads long wear for long days- also, it looks larger.

May 14, 2014 7:58 PM

19

Can't afford the moat expensive one, but certainly don't want the cheapest/ less
quality product

May 14, 2014 7:45 PM

20

I like the classy simplicity of the design. Love the frosted glass.

May 14, 2014 7:18 PM

21

It is probably the cheapest.

May 14, 2014 6:20 PM

22

Seems 'young'

May 14, 2014 5:43 PM

23

probably cheap. also the name is really funny like hello flawless oxygen w o w

May 14, 2014 5:00 PM

24

it be looking expensssiveeeee

May 14, 2014 4:47 PM
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Page 2, Q5. Which of the above foundation packages would you be most likely to buy?

25

• Looks high quality (which I can afford) • I like the dispenser • It looks like it
would fit in my hand. C is attractive to me, but it looks like a fat, square bottle
which won't fit well in my tiny make-up bag or hand. • I try to buy glass bottles
because they recycle better than plastic. If it's not glass, I might go with C.

May 14, 2014 4:21 PM

26

The packaging looks sleek and uncomplicated.

May 14, 2014 3:01 PM

27

I like the opaque bottle, it's stylish and expensive looking. It doesn't look like it
has a lot of plastic parts.

May 14, 2014 2:41 PM

28

SPF 15, plus this package looks to have a good method for dispensing the
product

May 14, 2014 2:32 PM

29

only product I have seen before

May 14, 2014 2:18 PM

30

I like my makeup to stay on all day

May 14, 2014 1:43 PM

31

It looks nice and it has SPF

May 14, 2014 1:43 PM

32

have used it before

May 14, 2014 1:32 PM
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Page 3, Q8. Which of the above packages would you be most likely to buy?

1

The packaging makes it look fun

May 17, 2014 3:01 PM

2

I like the extra color (purple).

May 17, 2014 8:15 AM

3

Looks luxurious

May 17, 2014 12:58 AM

4

The gold is my favorite package but looks expensive, and I don't like to pay a lot
for lipstick so I'd go for the cheaper looking purple.

May 16, 2014 1:58 PM

5

looks clean and professional

May 16, 2014 12:54 PM

6

Simple, clean, classy

May 16, 2014 12:46 PM

7

I just like the look.

May 16, 2014 12:31 PM

8

looks simple, not flashy

May 15, 2014 5:44 PM

9

I like gold and simple designs

May 15, 2014 1:29 PM

10

Looks like Dior, one if my favorites

May 15, 2014 5:05 AM

11

Looks like best quality.

May 14, 2014 9:04 PM

12

Looks like clinique

May 14, 2014 7:59 PM

13

Lipstick is long lasting and I believe the quality will be better on high end
products

May 14, 2014 7:47 PM

14

Spoiler alert: It's Clinique and it's what I always buy...since forever.

May 14, 2014 7:23 PM

15

looks easy to store and purple is a cool colour

May 14, 2014 5:01 PM

16

it be looking fancy

May 14, 2014 4:48 PM

17

• I think because D looks like Clinique - which I've used. • B looks like it wouldn't
fit in my hand well - short, fat holding section - I see myself dropping it into the
sink. :)

May 14, 2014 4:24 PM

18

Same reason as before. It looks sleek and seems less likely to be too greasy or
shiny. Based on the packaging, it seems like it would have a nice finish.

May 14, 2014 3:03 PM

19

It looks like Lancome, a brand I like.

May 14, 2014 2:43 PM

20

Does not look cheap. Also looks like it would be comfortable to apply the lipstick

May 14, 2014 2:33 PM

21

clinique

May 14, 2014 2:18 PM

22

it looks very modern. the lipstick shape itself looks expensive. the silver looks
modern.

May 14, 2014 1:51 PM

23

It's sleek and sophisticated

May 14, 2014 1:43 PM
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Page 4, Q11. Which of the above blush packages would you be most likely to buy?

1

It comes not only with the blush, but tools you need to apply it (brush, mirror) it's
compact, modern looking, and seems easy to carry with you

May 17, 2014 4:20 PM

2

The graphic on the front is very cute

May 17, 2014 3:03 PM

3

The embossing is beautiful and I like the mirror

May 17, 2014 1:00 AM

4

Color if blush looks the least cheap

May 16, 2014 8:37 PM

5

It looks less cheap

May 16, 2014 1:30 PM

6

Nice packaging.

May 16, 2014 1:06 PM

7

looks like it would last long and nice packaging

May 16, 2014 12:55 PM

8

sweet packaging

May 16, 2014 12:51 PM

9

No brush is included. The ones that come with brushes are crappy.

May 16, 2014 12:48 PM

10

It looks nicer.

May 16, 2014 12:33 PM

11

looks like I could get better coverage on a brush

May 15, 2014 5:45 PM

12

It's cute and simple

May 15, 2014 1:31 PM

13

Looks like benefit. I love their Dallas blush bit lasted forever! Great color for me.
In fact, now I want to try that peach color. I'll probably buy it after this survey.

May 15, 2014 5:07 AM

14

Looks like best quality.

May 14, 2014 9:05 PM

15

Clinique

May 14, 2014 7:59 PM

16

This one does not have the brush included, which indicates a higher end product

May 14, 2014 7:51 PM

17

Again, it looks like Clinique and I do like their packaging, but I don't buy blush.

May 14, 2014 7:25 PM

18

I love benefit!

May 14, 2014 5:45 PM

19

it be black

May 14, 2014 4:49 PM

20

• Torn between D and B. I own D in real life. I hate the lid on it and always
scrape the blush trying to get the brush out. B looks like my Sephora blush - I
like the way the brush goes over the little dome.

May 14, 2014 4:27 PM

21

The case looks more durable, more heft, with a more substantial mirror.

May 14, 2014 2:45 PM

22

I prefer to use my own brush - this packaging seems less wasteful without
looking cheap

May 14, 2014 2:35 PM

23

sleek

May 14, 2014 2:18 PM

24

it's bright, like i would like my blush to be

May 14, 2014 1:52 PM

25

Nice sleek compact

May 14, 2014 1:43 PM
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Page 6, Q17. Which of the above eyeliner packages would you be most likely to buy?

1

classy, minimalist look

May 17, 2014 4:22 PM

2

Easier to handle. Like a pen more than a paintbrush.

May 17, 2014 3:23 PM

3

It's sleek and elegant and looks like it works well

May 17, 2014 3:05 PM

4

The font.

May 17, 2014 8:17 AM

5

It shows how's precise the liner can get bad the package looks like it won't leak
and is travel friendly

May 17, 2014 1:03 AM

6

It looks clean and elegant.

May 16, 2014 1:32 PM

7

looks nice

May 16, 2014 12:56 PM

8

Easy use

May 16, 2014 12:49 PM

9

Looks sleek and easiest to apply.

May 16, 2014 12:35 PM

10

looks like I could hold it steady better with the longer base

May 15, 2014 5:47 PM

11

It's simple and looks like the easiest to apply

May 15, 2014 1:33 PM

12

I only wear gel.

May 15, 2014 5:10 AM

13

Looks like best quality.

May 14, 2014 9:06 PM

14

Grip

May 14, 2014 8:01 PM

15

I like the look of the container.

May 14, 2014 7:30 PM

16

it looks like it has the best precision. my wings need to look flawless

May 14, 2014 5:04 PM

17

its tip is small and it be looking niceeee

May 14, 2014 4:51 PM

18

more substantial case

May 14, 2014 2:47 PM

19

this packaging looks classy - which I associated with a higher quality product

May 14, 2014 2:37 PM

20

it looks very accurate and easy to use/hold

May 14, 2014 1:53 PM

21

Lasts all day it says

May 14, 2014 1:45 PM
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Page 7, Q20. Which of the above packages would you be most likely to buy?

1

I like how the foundation is packaged in a rounded square instead of a perfect
square with sharp edges

May 17, 2014 4:24 PM

2

It looks very natural

May 17, 2014 3:07 PM

3

Has a brush and nice, big mirror. Also looks the shiniest

May 17, 2014 1:05 AM

4

looks like the one i have

May 16, 2014 12:56 PM

5

Comes with pad, not brush

May 16, 2014 12:50 PM

6

I would not use.

May 16, 2014 12:37 PM

7

shape seems to store better and it looks like there is a larger surface area

May 15, 2014 5:49 PM

8

I don't wear powder often and don't need to spend too much on it

May 15, 2014 1:35 PM

9

Looks like best quality.

May 14, 2014 9:07 PM

10

Clinique

May 14, 2014 8:02 PM

11

looks in my price range/the one i already use. and purple is still a cool colour

May 14, 2014 5:05 PM

12

it cute and come wif more things

May 14, 2014 4:52 PM

13

I don't know - they all kinda look the same to me. (OMG - Is there really $100
foundation?!?!?)

May 14, 2014 4:39 PM

14

I have noticed a pattern. Apparently I like earthy tones.

May 14, 2014 3:49 PM

15

better color case, more sophisticated looking, mirror looks more substantial.

May 14, 2014 2:48 PM

16

packaging looks to have the highest quality

May 14, 2014 2:38 PM

17

it just looks nice

May 14, 2014 1:54 PM

18

Good looking compact

May 14, 2014 1:46 PM
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Page 8, Q22. What are some reasons that you would purchase specific cosmetic products?
(Please select all that apply)

1

Long-lasting and will not repurchase for a while

May 17, 2014 1:08 AM

2

Natural Ingredients are important to me: chemicals can irritate my skin and eyes.
I used to buy solely on how cute the package was but now I buy less appealing
products as long as they make high quality, additive free products

May 16, 2014 2:26 PM

3

Sephora reviews, trying in store and liking it.

May 15, 2014 5:14 AM

4

Good reviews from other customers.

May 14, 2014 9:09 PM

5

ingredients non known to contain pbas

May 14, 2014 8:55 PM

Page 8, Q23. Of these same options, what is the MAIN reason you would buy a cosmetic product? (You will ONLY
be allowed to select the ONE that is most important)

1

Not brand loyalty, but product loyalty. Once I find something that looks good I
stick with it.

May 15, 2014 5:14 AM

Page 8, Q24. If price were not an issue at all, what are some reasons that you would purchase a certain cosmetic
package? (Please select all that apply)

1

not tested on animals

May 16, 2014 10:03 PM

2

ingredient, hypoallergenic

May 15, 2014 5:51 PM

3

Price is not an issue for me. Packaging isn't really a consideration, but an
afterthought that makes me feel I bought value.

May 15, 2014 5:14 AM
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Page 9, Q25. Thank you so much for your time! If you would like to make any further comments on cosmetic
packaging designs or products please do so here!

1

The number system did not work. Could not change the numbers

May 20, 2014 7:33 PM

2

This was a fun survey! Good luck on your project! :)

May 16, 2014 2:04 PM

3

like interchangeable compacts: keep the compact and can get refills

May 15, 2014 5:52 PM

4

If I pay a high price and the packaging arrives in the mail and is very cheap, I get
really annoyed and don't buy that anymore. I expect fancy packaging because I
buy expensive stuff usually. At drug store, I sometimes buy something for fun
and look at colors of products, efficacy, value.

May 15, 2014 5:16 AM

5

I do love the Clinique packaging, and I especially love their promotions where
you get mini samples in a brightly-colored, zippered bag. In addition to Clinique,
I use Neutrogena products, not because of their packaging (which I do like), but
because of the hypoallergenic properties (foundation and sunscreen).

May 14, 2014 7:47 PM

6

was that floral print? it looked like camo mascara which is pretty cool

May 14, 2014 5:08 PM

7

if its sleek and chic i like it

May 14, 2014 4:54 PM

8

I am becoming more aware of how "green" some packaging is (or isn't). I don't
know if I have yet made a decision based solely on this, but it is a factor that is
weighing more heavily to me recently.

May 14, 2014 2:43 PM

9

I HAVE THE CLINQUE ONE

May 14, 2014 2:05 PM

10

So cool! Good job Maddie ;)

May 14, 2014 1:49 PM
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